Introduction
This article will examine the application of antitrust laws in combat sports. Specifically, it will look at three recent cases involving lawsuits brought under the Sherman Act Section 1 and 2.
1 First, this article will examine the January 2017 dismissal by a Los Angeles federal court of a lawsuit filed by Golden Boy Promotions ("Golden Boy") against Al Haymon and his business entities, which started Premier Boxing Champions ("PBC").
2 It will also examine Top Rank Boxing's ("Top Rank") similar lawsuit against Haymon, which was settled the previous fall. Finally, it will evaluate the ongoing lawsuit between several former fighters and the Ultimate Fighting Championships ("UFC").
While each lawsuit has its own set of facts, the conditions and marketplace for combat sports is unique and the application of antitrust law has been used sparingly by boxers and promoters. These three cases filed in the last three years reflect the changing market for boxing and MMA.
The paper will look at the results of the Top Rank and Golden Boy lawsuits and determine whether those cases shed any light on the outcome of the UFC case. It will also explore whether there are alternatives to regulating combat sports outside of the use of the antitrust laws. One legal commentator has opined that a federal commission would aid the monopolistic structure of a sports league. But, does that apply to individual sports like MMA or boxing? This paper will explore this issue as well as determine whether organizing fighters would address the issues complained of in the lawsuits.
Background

The Traditional Structures of Boxing and MMA
Professional boxing and MMA are unlike traditional team sports like the National Football League, National Basketball Association, the National Hockey League, or Major League Baseball. Boxing and MMA are governed by each particular state regulating events to ensure fighter safety. In professional bouts, boxers and MMA fighters must obtain licenses to fight in the state. In most instances, the state athletic commission and/or licensing authority shall issue specific rules for boxing and MMA as well as issue penalties if it is determined that there is a violation.
In boxing, there are several sanctioning organizations that recognize professional boxing world champions. The major sanctioning bodies include the International Boxing Federation, World Boxing Association, World Boxing Council, and the World Boxing Organization. In the business of boxing, the sanctioning bodies play a small part in comparison to promoters within the sport. Promoters work with fighters to put on fights and events. Promoters work with sanctioning bodies to coordinate events. World titles are secondary to fight purses and boxers have been known to relinquish titles in order to work with other organizations.
Boxing relies on state commissions to determine the nature of drug testing. There are few commissions that test for performance enhancing substances. Certain boxing organizations work through a third-party vendor to conduct drug testing. Drug testing becomes a negotiable contracting term with regard to when and how competitors fight for an individual bout. Uniformity is an issue in boxing due to the cost of testing as well as the differences between states.
Unlike any other MMA organization, the UFC has its own anti-doping policy, which is administered by a third party, the United States Anti-Doping Association ("USADA"). The Anti-Doping Policy is modeled on the World Anti-Doping Code.
3 Each UFC contracted fighter can be randomly tested by USADA. There is an appeal board comprised of an independent third-party entity in the case that a fighter is punished for a purported violation of the policy and then issued a suspension and/or fine. Other organizations devise their own anti-doping drug testing policies and/or follow the lead of the athletic commission or licensing agency with respect to drug testing.
The UFC is the main promotion in the sport. In July 2016, WME-IMG purchased the company for $4.2 billion. 4 The company has contracts with more than 500 fighters competing in divisions based on weight limits (i.e., lightweight, welterweight, middleweight, heavyweight, etc.). The fighters are designated as independent contractors and not employees of the promotion. Bellator
Championships is owned by cable conglomerate Viacom. Similar to the UFC, its fighters are independent contractors. Similar to boxing, state athletic commissions and licensing authorities handle issuing licenses, designating referees for fights, and other issues.
Relevant Law Discussed
Sherman Act Antitrust § 1 The Sherman Antitrust Act is one of the rules of law that govern antitrust law in the United States. It was enacted to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies.
Section 1 of the Sherman Act addresses the nature of constraining interstate commerce. Violations of Section 1 of the Sherman Act are considered "per se" violations. A "per se" violation requires no further inquiry into the practice's actual effect on the market or the intentions of those individuals who engaged in the practice. According to 15 USC §1, "Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or within foreign nations, is declared to be illegal."
In general, these types of restraint on trade agreed to between competitors, even indirectly, with pricing are per se illegal. A combination or conspiracy is established by proof of "a conscious commitment to a common scheme designed to achieve an unlawful objective." 5 Market power is the ability of a market participant to increase prices above levels that would be charged in a competitive market. 6 Sherman Antitrust Act § 2 Section 2 of the Sherman Act makes it unlawful for any person to "monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations." This section of the Sherman Act establishes three offenses commonly termed monopolization, attempted monopolization, and conspiracy to monopolize.
Monopolization requires (1) monopoly power and (2) the willful acquisition or maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident.
Professional MMA Fighter" bouts and the relevant input market is alleged by the plaintiffs as "Elite Professional MMA Fighter" services.
Tying Arrangements
The three combat sport lawsuits discussed herein accuse the defendant of an unlawful tying and/or tie-out arrangements. "A tying arrangement is a device used by a seller with market power in one product market to extend its market power to a distinct product market." 8 In order to accomplish this, the competitor agrees "to sell one product (the tying product) but only on the condition that the buyer also purchase a different product (the tied product), or at least agrees that he will not purchase the tied product from any other supplier."
9 " [T] he essential characteristic of an invalid tying arrangement lies in the seller's exploitation of its control over the tying product to force the buyer into the purchase of a tied product that the buyer either did not want at all, or might have preferred to purchase elsewhere on different terms."
10 "Tying arrangements are forbidden on the theory that, if the seller has market power over the tying product, the seller can leverage this market power through tying arrangements to exclude other seller of the tied product."
11
Tying arrangements are considered a per se violation pursuant to Section 1 of the Sherman Act if the plaintiff establishes that: (1) the defendant tied together the sale of two distinct products or services; (2) the defendant possesses enough economic power in the tying product market to coerce its customers into purchasing the tied product; and (3) the tying arrangement affects a "not insubstantial volume of commerce" in the tied product market.
In the boxing lawsuits, Golden Boy and Top Rank believe that Haymon used his market power to facilitate tying arrangements that took the form of exclusive agreements with fighters. The plaintiffs also claimed that they were "tied out" of negotiating with fighters since they were not promoting the fighters. Additionally, they were "tied out" of networks airing its fights due to exclusive broadcast agreements. Finally, they claimed "venue blocking," in which rival promoters were precluded from reserving a preferred venue on a favorable date because Haymon had already reserved the venue. According to Golden Boy and Top Rank, this was done in an effort to ensure a rival promoter was unable to use the venue.
Boxing's Fight for Dominance
The Origins of Golden Boy Boxing
Golden Boy Boxing is a major player in the world of boxing as it is one of the biggest boxing promoters in the industry. Named after the nickname of former 
Bob Arum Founds Top Rank Boxing
Top Rank Boxing was founded by former U.S. tax lawyer Bob Arum. Ironically, Arum became the promoter for De La Hoya in the 1990s, but the boxer split ways with Arum in 2002 to create his own promotional company, the aforementioned Golden Boy Promotions. Arum also became the promoter for Manny Pacquiao. The Filipino fighter became one of the most popular fighters in the world during the 2000s. In 2016, Arum promoted the 2,000th event of his career, which highlights being one of the most dominant boxing promoters for most of the last 50 years.
12 Similar to Golden Boy, Top Rank has put on pay-per-view boxing events and has a cable television deal.
PBC and Al Haymon
Haymon is Harvard-educated and began in the music business representing such groups as M.C. Hammer, New Edition, Whitney Houston, and Mary J. Blige.
13
He moved into television production and then into boxing when he represented boxer Vernon Forrest. His book of boxing business skyrocketed once he became the adviser to Floyd Mayweather, Jr.
In January 2015, Premier Boxing Champions launched as a television boxing series organized by Haymon Sports, LLC.
14 It was described as "a boxing series that returns the sweet science to its rightful place atop the sports pantheon." 15 In January 2015, NBC Sports Group announced a multi-year agreement to television PBC, marking a return of boxing to major network television with a March telecast. 16 It would also air on NBC Sports Network. With the influx of programming on a broad range of networks, PBC dominated the landscape of boxing in 2015. PBC had stormed the market through "time buys"-the strategy implemented for the purchase of time on networks. Allegedly, it was the eventual plan of garnering the networks to license fees at a later yet-to-be-determined date. 18 The new competition to the boxing market caused perennial top promoters Top Rank and Golden Boy concern. While both Top Rank and Golden Boy had deals with premium networks HBO and Showtime to air events, PBC was squeezing market share (and options) away from the two.
In addition, Golden Boy and Top Rank claimed that Haymon's contracts restricted fighters from taking fights from other promotions. They were forced to work with promoters that Top Rank and Golden Boy claimed worked under the direction of Haymon. Therefore, these promoters did not exercise independent discretion; rather, Haymon was really the promoter with these "sham" promoters acting as mere conduits.
Another result of the Haymon contracts was the allegation that he served in the dual role as manager and promoter for the fighter. This would be in direct violation of the federal law protecting boxers from unethical promoters and managers, the Muhammad Ali Boxing Reform Act.
Revelations about PBC
An April 2015 feature on Premier Boxing Champions shed light on the business model that sent the boxing world up in arms. 19 Public documents revealed that Haymon's investors paid NBC over $425 million to air PBC on its networks. 20 The financials for the undertaking include a $371.3 million investment by Ivy Asset Strategy Fund, in what King determined to be Haymon Boxing. A second fund, WRA Asset Strategy, listed an investment of $42.2 million in Haymon Boxing, and a third fund, Ivy Funds VIP Asset Strategy, showed an investment of $18.5 million. Waddell & Reed fund manager Ryan Caldwell and Haymon attorney Mike Ring helped facilitate the deal. 21 The investment in a sports property is not unprecedented, as Caldwell co-managed a fund that put $1.5 billion into Formula One racing. 22 17 http://www.premierboxingchampions.com/about, supra at n. 14. 18 Lance Pugmire, Al Haymon is Spending to Put Boxing on TV, But Do the Numbers Add Up? Los Angeles Times, February 2, 2016, http://www.latimes.com/sports/la-sp-al-haymon-boxing-20160203-story.html 19 Bill King, Boxing's Grand New Stage, SportsBusiness Journal, April 20, 2015, p. 1. 20 Id. 21 
Id.
22 Mark Scott, CVC Capital Is Said to Have Cut Its Stake in Formula One, New York Times, May 22, 2012, https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/05/22/cvc-capital-is-said-to-have-reduced-its-stakein-formula-one/?_r=0
The $432 million and the unique structure of the two-year deal convinced NBC to invest production costs as well as delivering well-known names as on-air talent (i.e., Al Michaels, Bob Costas, Sugar Ray Leonard) to its broadcasts. 23 The feature served as a marketing piece for Haymon's PBC. It also served as a road map for Golden Boy and Top Rank to file a lawsuit against Haymon. The financial information also may have been news to some investors who filed a lawsuit against the hedge fund for its investment in PBC. 24 The initial rollout of PBC came with much fanfare and impressive ratings. 25 Much of the allure was the return of boxing to major network television. The hope would be to introduce boxers to a general public with the intent to create stars outside of the established Floyd Mayweather and Manny Pacquiao. 
Golden Boy Boxing Files a Lawsuit Against PBC
Summary of Allegations
Golden Boy claimed an unlawful "tying" arrangement pursuant to the Sherman Act § 1. Golden Boy accused Haymon of an illegal "tying" relationship between 23 King, supra at n. services sold in the market for management of championship-caliber boxers and the market for promotion of championship-caliber boxers. 29 Golden Boy claims that Haymon exercised his monopoly power in the market for management of championship-caliber boxers and as a result of the dominance in the "tying" market, it could affect competition in the market for promotion in the "tied" market. Golden Boy claimed that Haymon "locked in" its boxers to deals, which prevented them from fighting for promoters not allowed by Haymon. 30 This foreclosed competition and "locked in" boxers managed by Haymon.
The second claim in the Golden Boy complaint was a claim under Sherman Act § 1 alleging a conspiracy in restraint of trade. This relates to the claim that Haymon acted as both manager and promoter to gain an unfair advantage over legitimate promoters, entering into "tie out" agreements to prevent championship-caliber boxers from contracting with legitimate promoters of their choice, utilizing "sham" promoters, and using exclusive dealing arrangements to lock up boxing talent, venues, and television networks. Also, Haymon is alleged to have paid broadcast companies for exclusive rights to television air time on most U.S. networks to block other promotions from airing on the same networks.
The third claim alleges a Sherman Antitrust Act §2 violation claiming predatory and anticompetitive conducts to leverage Haymon's monopoly power in the market for managers of championship-caliber boxers, in an attempt to obtain a monopoly in the market for championship-caliber boxers. The allegations of this third claim include the violation of state and federal acts by acting as both manager and promoter in an effort to gain an advantage over other promoters. Here, California unfair competition law and the federal law in question is the Ali Act, which specifically prohibits promoters from serving as managers and managers serving as promoters. 31 The alleged scheme mapped out by Golden Boy indicates that Haymon had market power in one business (i.e., management of boxers) to "monopolize another business" (i.e., promoting fights). In this instance, Golden Boy claimed that Haymon locked down a stable of championship-caliber boxers, which prevented them from contracting with promoters aside from Haymon and/ or "sham" promoters who acted in concert with Haymon. While Haymon was not a listed promoter, Golden Boy claimed that these "sham" promoters worked on Haymon's behalf.
Market Definitions
Golden Boy claimed that the market illegally affected by PBC deals "primarily with 'Championship-Caliber Boxers'-that is professional boxers who, during the last three years, have demonstrated through such factors as purse size, 29 Golden Boy Complaint, at ¶21, supra at n. 26. 30 Id. television rights, viewership, ticket revenue and other objective factors to be 'the cream of the boxing business. '" 32 Notably, in the complaint, Waddell (the Haymon investment fund) offered to purchase 100% of the equity interest in Golden Boy but the transaction was predicated on a "lengthy non-competition agreement from De La Hoya (Golden Boy founder)." 33 This allegation suggests that Waddell, a fund with different assets, was mainly funded by Haymon in order to purchase Golden Boy. The transaction was structured this way in order to "conceal" the identity of Haymon so as not to alert Golden Boy or anyone else of the potential monopoly.
34
Golden Boy attacked the Haymon "time buys" on the various networks by arguing that it was "patently an act of promotion by a boxing manager." 35 It also claimed that it has entered into "coercive contracts" with Haymon fighters as fighters must sign "multi-year" contracts with the Haymon defendants.
Loss Leader Strategy
The scheme claimed by Golden Boy indicated that Haymon was willing to take on losses in the "hundreds of millions of dollars" initially for future gain to control the "promotion of boxing on American network television." 36 Golden Boy suggested that once they secured its market dominance, it will "reverse the financial arrangements, recoup their losses, pay less to boxers and reap massive profits, far in excess of their temporary losses, by charging supracompetitve prices to networks, sponsors and consumers."
37
Haymon Time Buys
Golden Boy argued that the time buys "tie out" other promoters from attempting to secure television deals. The issue with the scheme laid out by Golden Boy is that while it may be true that the business strategy by Haymon may be to one day seek to switch its current time buys to network deals in which the networks would pay Haymon, it does not mean it does not violate antitrust laws.
38
One of the issues Golden Boy points out is that boxing managers negotiate with boxing promoters on behalf of their boxers. The Muhammad Ali Boxing Reform Act creates a "[f]irewall between promoters and managers." 39 The Ali Act prohibits "a direct or indirect financial interest in the promotion of a boxer" and from being "employed by or receiv[ing] compensation or other benefits from 32 Golden Boy Complaint, at ¶21, supra at n.26. 33 Id. at ¶22. 34 Id. 35 Id. at ¶25. 36 Id. 37 Id. 38 Id. at ¶25. 39 Muhammad Ali Act, 15. U.S.C. §6308(b). a promoter." 40 Golden Boy argues that Haymon violated this law by managing fighters without a license in most instances. It also claims that Haymon violated the law as it acts as a promoter. In this capacity, promoters are to make "extensive financial disclosures to state boxing commissions and to boxers, and imposes an obligation on promoters to notify the state boxing commission before any professional boxing match is held."
41 According to the Senate Report that discussed the Ali Act: "It is not plausible for a boxer to receive proper representation and counsel from a manager if the manager is also on the payroll of a promoter. 42 This is an obvious conflict of interest that works to the detriment of the boxer and the advantage of the promoter." 43 With the alleged scheme, Golden Boy claims that Haymon contracts create an illegal "tying relationship between relationships between services sold in separately defined markets (management and promotion of boxing). 44 
Exclusive Dealing in Boxing Contracts
The lawsuit claims that Haymon Sports used provisions in contracts in addition to exclusive, multi-year management contracts to preclude boxers from entering into contracts with Golden Boy or other "legitimate" promoters. Instead, the boxers are forced to work with "sham" promoters. The contract that Golden Boy alleged was exclusionary states: The contractual language was waived in its settlement agreement with Top Rank, which resulted in a dismissal of that case. 46 40 
Id.
41 Golden Boy Complaint, supra at n. 26. 42 Id. 43 Id. at ¶18. 44 Id. Notwithstanding the concession of the issue with respect to exclusive dealings, Golden Boy and Haymon geared for a March 17, 2017, trial date.
A noteworthy side issue was the settlement agreement executed by the parties in a previous business relationship with Golden Boy. As part of the agreement, Golden Boy surrendered its promotional rights to a number of top boxers who were signed with Haymon as their manager. 47 Haymon attempted to push the Golden Boy case into arbitration, citing this settlement agreement. 48 According to the terms of the settlement agreement between Golden Boy and Haymon signed on December 19, 2014, it was exercised by Haymon on January 8, 2015.
49
According to Haymon, it was a "global" settlement of all issues between the parties. 50 Haymon made "a substantial payment to Golden Boy," which Golden Boy accepted when the parties decided to end its business relationship. 51 The settlement includes an arbitration provision that would require that the parties be subject to an arbitrator rather than litigate the matter in court. Haymon's attorneys argued that the date of its federal claims on January 1, 2015, was a way to circumvent this settlement agreement.
52 Eventually, the lawsuit was allowed to go forward without arbitration. But, the date of January 1, 2015, was relevant to the dates in which there could be a finding of alleged antitrust injury.
Haymon defended two large antitrust lawsuits at the same time with the Top Rank lawsuit occurring simultaneously as the Golden Boy lawsuit. As explained in more detail later in this paper, Haymon navigated the Top Rank lawsuit with some damage, but the parties came to a settlement prior to going to trial. Having settled the Top Rank case, it sought to move for a summary judgment of Golden Boy's claims. 
The Court Grants Summary Judgment
In October 2016, Haymon filed a motion for summary judgment to dismiss Golden Boy's claims. Originally, the Court was to hear oral arguments but decided to issue a ruling based upon the pleadings. 53 In a 28-page opinion, the Court granted Haymon's motion for summary judgment. "After conducting substantial discovery, Plaintiffs have been unable to present any evidence of harm to competition. Instead, Plaintiffs have merely presented evidence of harm to themselves," wrote the Court. 54 In the Court opinion's conclusion, it stated a reminder that the antitrust laws protect competition, not competitors. 55 The Court dismissed Golden Boy's complaint as finding no genuine issues of material fact. In the dismissal, the Court did away with Golden Boy's claim of an unlawful "tie out" in violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act and for attempted monopolization in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act.
Golden Boy defined the claimed monopolized markets as controlled by Haymon as the management and promotion of elite boxers in the United States.
56
Haymon disputed the definitions of the markets taking issue with Golden Boy's expert opinion, which included a failure to provide hypothetical market replacements and the elasticity of the relevant markets.
57
In looking at the dismissal of Golden Boy's Section 1 of the Sherman Act for tying, the Court concluded that Golden Boy failed to demonstrate that Haymon tied together the sale of two products. While illegal tying arrangements need not be expressed, and "consent" clauses may practically function as unlawful tying arrangements, the Court did not find this to be the case. One of the fatal flaws for Golden Boy was that no boxer submitted testimony claiming a tie arrangement and that they were pressured or coerced into working with a particular promoter (i.e., "sham" promoter) as outlined by Golden Boy. 58 In contrast, Haymon submitted the declarations of six boxers who stated that they were never pressured or coerced to work with any particular promoter or not work with any particular promoter. Furthermore, the Court notes that Haymon's boxers have worked with other promoters including a fight between Golden Boy and rival Top Rank. Also, the fight between Floyd Mayweather and Manny Pacquiao was an inter-promotional matchup.
The issue of extensive contracts was addressed by the Court as Golden Boy argued that Haymon fighters were held to exclusive agreements that prevented them from working with other promoters and fighting non-Haymon fighters. In the opinion, the Court sides with Haymon's viewpoint on long contracts. It acknowledged that Golden Boy does not work with many Haymon-managed fighters despite the market share of Golden Boy due to the fact that the promotion favors long-term promotional agreements. Haymon is against such deals because he believes they "primarily benefit the promoter." Here, the Court determined that the disparity between Golden Boy and Haymon was not based on an illegal tying but a market-based explanation. 59 Here, it was the choice of not agreeing to the terms as being the reason for not dealing with another rather than an illegal act.
Next, Golden Boy's lack of evidence that Haymon turned down a proposed fight to Haymon Sports at the time covered by the lawsuit is another reason its lawsuit failed. Golden Boy's claim that a proposed fight offer would have been futile was not accepted by the Court as it looked to previous inter-promotional matchups between the two companies. Certainly, an offer, even one with the knowledge that it would be denied, could have saved Golden Boy here. But, as a result, Golden Boy failed to demonstrate that management contracts practically function as unlawful tying arrangements.
The Court was not convinced with the defining market asserted by Golden Boy in its claims against Haymon. Clearly, "without a definition of the relevant market, it is impossible to determine market share."
60 This must include a relevant product market and a geographic market. The product market must include the product at issue as well as all economic substitutes for the product. The geographic market extends to the area of effective competition, where buyers can turn for alternative sources of supply. 61 The Court found "fundamental flaws" in Golden Boy's expert opinion regarding the tying product market. 62 Specifically, 1) the product market failed to encompass all economic substitutes of the product and 2) the geographic market failed to extend to the area of effective competition where buyers can seek alternative sources of supply.
63
The first problem identified by the Court was that Golden Boy's economics expert, Dr. Robert Kneuper, did not examine the market for managers and assess the interchangeability with potential substitutes. The Court acknowledged that this is a requisite in defining the market. Instead, the Court stated that the analysis only includes those within the championship-caliber boxing market. This is problematic considering the hypothetical that managers of non-championship-caliber boxers can become managers of championship-caliber boxers as the result of a single fight. The opinion referred to a case of a relatively obscure boxer, Joe Smith, and an upset win over title contender Andrzrej Fonfara that propelled Smith from non-contender to one considered a championship-caliber boxer. 62 Golden Boy Dismissal, p. 13, supra at n. 45. 63 
Id.
64 Keith Idec, BoxingScene Upset of the Year: Joe Smith KO's Andrzej Fonfara, December 30, 2016, http://www.boxingscene.com/boxingscene-upset-year-joe-smith-knockout-andrzej-fonfara--112206
As a result, Smith's manager became a manager of championship-caliber. This example highlighted the problems the court found with this examination, which rendered the product market asserted by Golden Boy unsustainable.
Moreover, the geographic market fails to consider alternative sources of supply in the event of a significant non-transitory increase in price ("SSNIP") by a hypothetical monopolist.
65 Golden Boy's expert limits the management market to U.S.-based managers. As such, Kneuper does not consider managers outside the relevant market despite the possibility of managing a championship-caliber boxer. Kneuper attempted to clarify his position at his deposition but the Court found he did not support his conclusions with any empirical data. 66 Based on the information set forth, the Court held that Golden Boy was unable to define the relevant market in its claim against Haymon. Thus, Golden Boy could not prove Haymon had a substantial share of a properly defined market. Moreover, Golden Boy neglected to address its barriers to entry in the market.
First, it cited the fact that to become a manager, the only barrier would be a fee-based application that ranges from $30 to $100 in most states and the likelihood of a background check. 67 Of course, relatives, friends, trainers, former fighters, attorneys, and others manage boxers. 68 Golden Boy argued that the barriers to entry require "industry experience, knowledge of boxing and its key players as well as the rules and regulations governing the sport and the economic factors that go into negotiating boxing contracts for top level boxers." 69 The Court did not believe this barrier to be significant and did not believe that it would economically impact entry into the market.
Rather than focusing on the economic barriers to entry, Kneuper emphasized the "network effects" as a barrier to entry. A "network effect" exists when "desired behavior of an individual depends on some average action of others." 70 The Court determined that this theory erroneously assumes that PBC already operates as a league, in which only Haymon-managed boxers fight other Haymon-managed boxers, and that only Haymon-managed boxers appear on PBC. The Court points to an Al Haymon declaration in which he states that "a third of the boxers who have competed in the PBC series are not managed or advised by Haymon Sports."
71 Golden Boy has not provided any evidence that managers have found it difficult to enter the management market in recent years. 65 Golden Boy Dismissal, supra at n. 45. 66 Id. at FN 18. 67 Id. at 15. 68 In its final argument regarding barriers to entry, the Court notes that the purported five-year exclusive management contract is not proven to be an industry standard.
The Court determined that based on the lack of a justifiable market definition and the showing of a significant barrier to entry with respect to the management market, Golden Boy did not present a genuine issue of material fact regarding Haymon's market power.
The Court denied Golden Boy's claim that Haymon attempted to obtain a monopoly in the market for promoting bouts of championship-caliber boxers in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act.
72 Specifically, the claim rejected that Haymon entered into unlawful "tying" or "tie out" arrangements, whereby preventing championship-caliber boxers from contracting with Golden Boy or with other "legitimate" promoters; entered into exclusive agreements with television networks and boxers; participated in venue blocking and predatory pricing; and violated the Ali Act.
The Court did not find Haymon's PBC exclusive television agreements as anticompetitive. 73 It identified "existing and potential alternative channels" for Golden Boy. The Court noted that HBO, Showtime, and pay-per-view outlets were available to other promoters as PBC did not have exclusivity arrangements with those outlets. 74 It also asserts the opportunity of "potential alternative channels" of distribution in the market. 75 Essentially, the Court notes the possibility of other channels to air boxing (including English and Spanish) rather than those airing PBC.
Secondly, with respect to its "venue blocking" argument that Haymon "locked up" desirable dates in major arenas to prevent Golden Boy and other promoters from holding events in the venue, the Court did not find evidence to support this claim. Similar to the exclusive television agreements, the Court looked at the issue under the rule of reason analysis. Under this examination, there was just one venue that was "locked up" and no other examples offered by Golden Boy. Moreover, the Court notes the "numerous alternative venues" in most cities in the US, which makes this argument a non-sequitur.
Third, in addressing Golden Boy's "predatory pricing" scheme with respect to its "loss leader" strategy of buying air time on networks while incurring large financial losses in hopes of recouping the losses at a later date, the Court found no evidence. Again, Golden Boy's expert did not perform a "recoupment analysis," which would examine how Haymon planned to recover the money it invested in time buys. In fact, the Court states that Haymon has suffered severe losses.
76
72 Golden Boy Dismissal, supra at n. 45. 73 Id. 74 Id. 75 Id. The final argument in the Section 2 claim was the alleged injury in violation of the Ali Act. As pointed out by the Court, there must be an "antitrust injury." But, only boxers or government agencies can assert a violation of the Ali Act. 78 The Top Rank lawsuit was patterned after Golden Boy's lawsuit. It claimed that Haymon and his business holdings violated antitrust laws including Sherman Antitrust §1 and §2, the Muhammad Ali Act, and California state unfair competition law.
Top Rank claimed that Haymon sought to "buy up and monopolize the entire vertical channel" of top fighters, "tying out" promoters, excluding promoters from major venues, and using its "time buy" strategy as a "predatory 'payola' scheme." The lawsuit stated that Top Rank's losses could exceed $200 million in PBC's first two years in existence.
Specifically, Top Rank alleged that Haymon violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act as it relates to unreasonable restraints of trade and tying. It also claimed a violation of Section 2, which governs attempted monopolization. Featured in the lawsuit was the discussion of the passage of the Ali Act including major reforms such as a "firewall" between managers and promoters prohibiting managers from being or working for a promoter, protection from coercive contracts, and providing boxers with financial disclosures regarding the bouts they promote. The Ali Act was central to Top Rank in its lawsuit.
Similar to the Golden Boy lawsuit, the issue of "sham promoters" was discussed as Top Rank claimed that Haymon worked with regional promoters that knew the area and paid them a fee to operate shows. While they promoted the events, it was clear, according to Top Rank, that the decisions on ticket prices and presentation was up to Haymon. Additionally, Top Rank argued that Haymon engaged in "venue blocking" where he allegedly used his dominant position in the management market to obtain favorable dates at venues. Top Rank claimed that Haymon reserved several venues to prohibit fights promoted by others. Additionally, Top Rank claimed that it had "significant power in negotiating with venues." It also exerted its alleged dominance in the promoter market to secure exclusive contracts with television networks that would thereby foreclose other promotions to work with these networks.
The complaint sought $100 million in damages. motion to dismiss. 80 Haymon argued that Top Rank's first amended complaint failed to adequately plead antirust injury, failed to adequately define relevant markets, and failed to adequately allege market power and impermissible reliance on group pleading.
In the most basic of arguments, Haymon argued that there was no "antitrust injury." 81 In its order dismissing its claims, the Court sided with Haymon. The Court noted that Top Rank "has not identified a single bout that it has attempted to promote but was precluded from promoting by the Haymon Defendants, a single venue from which it has been blocked, or a single network that has refused to broadcast a fight promoted by Top Rank." 82 The Court did not find Top Rank provided any evidence in which the promotion has actually been "frozen out" by any conduct by Haymon.
As for its "tie out" argument, the Court was not persuaded with single instances of purported "tie out" practices in its lawsuit. The Court noted the "alleged actions may not have affected all promoters equally, may not have affected certain promoters at all, and in fact, may have even helped certain promoters." The evidence provided by Top Rank did not sway the Court in determining whether there was an antitrust injury and whether that injury, if any, flowed from that which makes the conduct unlawful.
In addition, the Court did not believe that Top Rank properly defined the relevant markets. Here, Top Rank did not properly allege both "that a 'relevant market' exists and that the defendant has power within that market." 84 The Court held that Top Rank's definition of the relevant markets survive the pleading stage; however, Top Rank failed to adequately allege market power or economic power within those markets. For a Sherman Act claim to succeed, the plaintiffs needed to show market power within the defined markets. The Court characterized Top Rank's allegations of Haymon's market power as "disconnected" from the relevant market definition.
Top Rank identified two relevant markets: 1) the market for the management of championship-caliber boxers in the US and 2) the market for the promotion of championship-caliber boxers in the US. The definition provided by Top Rank for "championship-caliber boxers" are "professional boxers who, within the past three years, have demonstrated through such quantitative factors as purse size, television rights, viewership, ticket revenue, and other objective criteria that they 80 belong to the 'cream' of the boxing business. 85 The Court concluded that Top Rank failed to allege that Haymon possessed market power or economic power in either of the relevant markets. It was confused with Top Rank's allegations that Haymon had market power over the management market, while the relevant market is for the management of championship-caliber boxers in the US. But, Top Rank alleged Haymon had a "dominant share" of a market not limited to championship-caliber boxers. Additionally, it was left guessing as to how Top Rank came to the conclusion that Haymon's share of the relevant market "is greater than 50%." 86 On October 16, 2015, the Honorable John F. Walter granted Haymon's motion. 87 Judge Walter determined the motion without oral argument.
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The Court found no tying arrangement pursuant to Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act. "To accomplish this objective, the competitor agrees 'to sell one product (the tying product) but only on the condition that the buyer also purchase a different product (the tied product), or at least agrees that he will not purchase the tied production from any other supplier.'" 89 A per se violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act is established if "(1) the defendant tied together the sale of two distinct products or services; (2) the defendant possesses enough economic power in the tying product market to coerce its customers into purchasing the tied product; and (3) the tying arrangement affects a 'not insubstantial volume of commerce' in the tied product market." 90 Top Rank failed to adequately allege that Haymon possessed market or economic power in the management market and failed to allege injury to itself. Also, the Court was not swayed that Haymon tied together the sale of two distinct services. Specifically, it looked at the purported oppressive contractual language in fighter agreements. Contrary to Top Rank's argument, this "consent" provision does not, on its face, tie two services together (management services and promotion services).
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Top Rank's claim for violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act also failed according to the Court. There were no facts supporting Top Rank's claim that Haymon had a monopoly over the promotion market. There were no allegations of facts regarding Haymon's economic power in the promotion market and it does not meet the lower threshold pursuant to Section 2. 85 The Court held that Top Rank's first amended complaint was devoid of any factual allegations demonstrating that the consent clause functioned, in practice, as a tying arrangement or "tie out," at least with respect to Top Rank.
Despite the dismissal, the Court allowed Top Rank the opportunity to refile a second amended complaint. Top Rank did file a second amended complaint on October 30, 2015. The second amended complaint provided more details, including specific names of boxers and how Haymon had allegedly violated antitrust laws. The parties decided to settle the case before expending further legal costs. As a result of the settlement, Haymon conceded exclusivity agreements with television networks and other promotions could air on the same channel as PBC.
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Background on the UFC
The UFC has grown from being an unregulated oddity to a mainstream sport that was purchased for $4 billion in July 2016. Also in 2016, the UFC was legalized in New York state, which it had long-valued as a big step into cementing its spot as a valuable sports commodity. Purchased by Lorenzo and Frank Fertitta for $2 million in 2001, Zuffa, LLC ("Zuffa") was established as the parent company to run the UFC.
Zuffa fought off huge debt issues to become a profitable organization. 93 The Fertittas sunk $38 million into the brand to help it succeed. 94 Its seminal moment came when it spent millions of dollars to produce a reality TV show called "The Ultimate Fighter," which was aired on the Spike TV network. 95 It drew rave ratings, especially within the valuable 18 to 34-year-old demographic. While the ascension of the company can be seen as a success, fighter discontent grew. Zuffa offered bonuses, insurance, and other perks to its contracted fighters, but as independent contractors, Zuffa did not have to offer fighters other benefits that normal employees would receive. Additionally, the compensation for fighters appeared arbitrary and depressed in comparison to the amount of revenue that the UFC began to earn. As the company expanded, issues such as the use of one's image and intellectual property rights in video games and other media came to a head. , https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/fertitta-brothers-turn-ultimate-fighting-championshipinto-a-juggernaut/2012/08/10/eb88c618-e007-11e1-a19c-fcfa365396c8_story.html?utm_term=.90757cc7a8f8 94 Id. 95 96 The lawsuit claimed that the UFC had a monopoly and a monopsony over contracted UFC fighters. 97 The filing of the lawsuit came with an official press conference announcing the filing of the lawsuit. 98 At the press conference, one of the fighters' attorneys, Benjamin Brown, stated, "The UFC was built on the battered bodies of MMA fighters who have left their blood and sweat in the Octagon. Those fighters are entitled to the benefits of a competitive market for their talents." 99 The lawsuit claimed that the UFC's alleged anti-competitive acts established the company as the only option for MMA fighters who want to earn a viable living in the profession. 100 The lawsuit claimed that the UFC pursued an aggressive strategy of depriving key inputs to potential rival promoters or merging with them to maintain its monopoly position. It also stated that the UFC implemented an "exclusionary scheme" to impair and foreclose competition, whereby the UFC deprives potential competitors in the fight promotion market access to elite MMA fighters, premium live event venues, and sponsors.
Id.
Former UFC Fighters File Suit Against the UFC
Among the chief complaints from the fighters was that the UFC was able to suppress compensation of its contracted fighters. The lawsuit alleged that fighters were paid "approximately 10-17%" of total UFC revenues generated from bouts. It also called into question several clauses in the standard UFC fighter contracts, including the "Champions Clause" (allowing UFC to extend a champion's contract for as long as they are champion), the "Right to Match Clause" (allowing the company to match another promotion's offer of services and thereby retaining the fighter), an "Ancillary Rights Clause" (granting the UFC exclusive and perpetual worldwide identity rights of contracted athlete), and the "Sponsorship and Endorsement Clause" (allowimg UFC sole discretion on approving sponsors and endorsement of fighters). 
Zuffa's Motion to Dismiss
Attorneys for Zuffa brought a motion to dismiss the lawsuit. 102 Zuffa argued that the plaintiffs' allegations were vague and conclusory and did not meet the requirements for showing a plausible antitrust claim. 103 In its motion, Zuffa argued that its business methods were pro-competitive. It outlined the five key issues in the plaintiffs' lawsuit and detailed why its approaches do not violate the Sherman Act.
First, Zuffa claims that its alleged exclusive dealing arrangements are common and procompetitive "because they encourage interbrand competition, encourage promoters to invest in marketing both the athlete and the sport, and prevent competitors from free-riding on those investments."
104 It argued that the plaintiffs' allegations of Zuffa contracts locking in fighters to the UFC is not supported with specific factual allegations and lack foundation.
Second, it attacks the plaintiffs' definition of the relevant product markets claiming it "invented" the "Elite Professional MMA Fighter" designation and only provided "vague and subjective perceptions of fighters' degrees of quality."
105 Key in the lawsuit is to show that Zuffa possesses monopoly power in a properly defined relevant market. 106 Zuffa cites Apani Sw., Inc. v. Coca-Cola Enters., Inc., for the supposition that where plaintiffs fail "to define its proposed relevant market with reference to the rule of reasonable interchangeability and cross-elasticity of demand, or alleges a proposed relevant market that clearly does not encompass all interchangeable substitute products even when all factual inferences are granted in plaintiff's favor, the relevant market is insufficient." 107 Third, Zuffa argues that allegations against the UFC for refusing to co-promote events is not a recognizable antitrust claim. Moreover, Zuffa's contractual restrictions on the use of the UFC name and brand are not antitrust claims. Zuffa claimed that its business tactics are valid and that it has no duty to deal with competitors or grant use of its intellectual property.
Fourth, rebutting the plaintiffs' claims that their name and likenesses rights were taken from them in Zuffa fight contracts, Zuffa claims that there are no facts that suggest that this is anticompetitive. Instead, Zuffa states that the plaintiffs' claim is "no more than a complaint that they believe they contracted away too many rights for too little compensation." 109 Zuffa cites examples of athletes or performers granting publicity rights as procompetitive.
Fifth, it argued that the plaintiffs did not support their contention that the UFC's acquisition of rival organizations resulted in any anticompetitive effect.
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Similar to Haymon's argument in the Top Rank and Golden Boy lawsuits, Zuffa argued that the former fighters could not plead specific facts showing that the exclusivity provisions in Zuffa's contracts are anticompetitive.
The plaintiffs argued that it sufficiently pled that the UFC has monopoly and monopsony power. The plaintiffs state that it plead circumstantial evidence of market power by alleging (1) a market for elite MMA events; (2) the UFC's dominant market share; and (3) 111 case regarding past distinction between "elite and "non-elite" athletes. In that Supreme Court case, the Court affirmed a market limited to "championship" boxing contests rather than all professional boxing contests. 112 Despite the claim that the elite MMA fighter market is made up, the plaintiffs contend that the distinction between "elite" and "non-elite" fighters is "well understood in the industry."
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Court Denies Motion to Dismiss
Judge Richard Boulware issued an order denying Zuffa's motion to dismiss. 114 In the Court opinion, it dissected Zuffa's motion to dismiss in denying its request to dismiss the plaintiffs' case. The sections the Court addressed were as follows:
Strong Competition v. Antitrust Violation
This argument was quickly dismissed by the court. Essentially, Zuffa argued that its business practices are examples of "strong competition" whereas the plaintiffs argue that Zuffa's conduct "has foreclosed competition and thereby enhanced and maintained the UFC's monopoly power in the Relevant Output Market and 109 Id. at p. 29. 110 Id. monopsony power in the Relevant Input Market." For purposes of meeting the threshold to satisfy a motion to dismiss, the Court sided with the plaintiffs.
Properly Defined Relevant Markets
The Court looked at whether the plaintiffs properly defined a "relevant market." The plaintiffs identified two relevant markets: 1) live elite professional MMA bouts (relevant output market) and 2) live elite professional MMA fighter services (the relevant input market). Zuffa claimed that these definitions were made solely for the purpose of litigation and that they were vague and subjective. 115 For instance, it argued the term "elite" is subjective and vague. The Court held that the validity of the "relevant market" is typically a factual element and not a legal element. As the Court notes, the market may survive an initial scrutiny under the motion to dismiss but may not under a motion for summary judgment or at trial. As such, it found that the plaintiffs' relevant market is sufficient for "Section 2" antitrust purposes.
Specificity of Anticompetitive Conduct
Zuffa argued that exclusive dealing arrangements are common, procompetitive, and a part of sports and entertainment. The plaintiffs failed to allege specific facts showing that the exclusive arrangements foreclosed competition in either the input or output market and the UFC has no duty to deal with competitors. The Court sided with the plaintiffs in agreeing with its allegations that exclusive dealing arrangements are a part of the anticompetitive scheme. It also dismissed the argument that the plaintiffs' claims are a "monopoly broth"-the term given to the use of various allegations to satisfy an antitrust scheme.
Ancillary Rights and Reduced Competition
The Court looked at the rights issue related to fighters signing off on their likenesses for purposes of Zuffa using them for things such as video games. Here, the Court utilized the same analysis as it did with the exclusive dealing contracts in finding that the plaintiffs pled sufficient facts to show an anti-competitive scheme.
The Court denying Zuffa's motion to dismiss should not be taken as a commentary on the strengths or weaknesses of the plaintiffs' complaint as a whole. It is only a ruling on whether or not the complaint was sufficient to pass standards required by the rules under 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. It was Zuffa's burden to carry in order to prove that the complaint lacked sufficient facts to move forward. Weighing the evidence in light of the non-moving party, the Court determined that the plaintiffs had pled a sufficient amount for the case to move forward.
Analyzing the Three Combat Lawsuits
Boxing's latest legal turmoil between Golden Boy, Top Rank, and Premier Boxing Champions underscore the legal hurdles of filing an antitrust lawsuit 115 Judge Richard Boulware's Order, p. 11, supra at n. 114. in combat sports. The ongoing litigation between former UFC fighters and the organization will be an interesting lawsuit to follow. Based on what has transpired in the Golden Boy and Top Rank cases, one may anticipate the UFC filing for a motion for summary judgment to dismiss all claims. These three cases reflect the turbulent market of combat sports in which a limited number of organizations have a dominant share of industry while allegedly suppressing other competitors and providing lesser conditions for its contracted fighters. It also reflects an issue as to the definition of markets in this specific niche sport.
Keys to Top Rank/Golden Boy v. Haymon Litigation
Although not a direct result, former Golden Boy executive Richard Schaefer's departure from the company in 2014 likely set the table for the promotion's lawsuit with Al Haymon. Schaefer, a close friend of Oscar De La Hoya, helped found the promotion in 2002 and was its chief executive officer. He resigned in 2014 after a falling out with De La Hoya. Schaeffer had a working relationship with Haymon while De La Hoya did not. Haymon's fighters were featured on Golden Boy cards but were under no promotional contract with Golden Boy. 116 This was rumored to be one of the sources of the division between the two. The rift caused a turbulent ending to their employment relationship as Schaefer and Golden Boy settled a dispute that went to arbitration in which the promotion sought $50 million from Schaefer for breach of fiduciary duty. 117 But the settlement agreement entered into by the parties limited the claim for which Golden Boy could claim its antitrust case. 118 The settlement agreement, while never made public in full, surrendered Golden Boy's promotional rights to a number of Haymon boxers. 119 Perhaps this limitation was key to Haymon's victory as Golden Boy's claims to those happening after January 1, 2015. Golden Boy "artfully pled" the lawsuit tailoring it to actions occurring after this date. 120 It is significant as certain events occurred that fell in favor of Haymon. For instance, several inter-promotional fights occurred during this time including the big Floyd Mayweather-Manny Pacquiao fight, which happened in May 2015, and the Amir Khan-Canelo Alvarez fight, which took place in May 2016. In fact, Haymon's attorneys argued that Golden Boy wanted "its cake and eat it too," painting an unsavory picture of Golden Boy.
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Another issue in the Golden Boy and Top Rank litigation was the lack of involvement by current boxers. Although Bernard Hopkins was considered an active fighter at the time of the filing of the lawsuit in the Golden Boy matter, there were no boxers that came forward on the side of the plaintiffs to speak about the issues they had with Haymon.
122 While there may have been fighters that were willing to speak privately, the Court did not indicate any evidence from a fighter that would have persuaded it in any of its rulings.
Finally, although a subtle issue outlined by the Court, it noted the lack of attempt to negotiate with a Haymon fighter or negotiate with a network to have Golden Boy or Top Rank fights on revealed a lack of evidence from the plaintiffs. It may have not prevailed, but evidence reflecting it made an affirmative effort that may have defeated a dispositive motion.
The UFC Antitrust Lawsuit
Although it's far from over at the time of this writing, the antitrust lawsuit between former UFC fighters and the company have parallels with the boxing lawsuits. The sides argue over the relevant markets in which the purported anticompetitive scheme is taking place. The business methods of the UFC are called into question. The UFC argues that its exclusivity arrangements are procompetitive and legal. After surviving Zuffa's motion to dismiss, the parties enter the discovery phase in which a voluminous number of documents will be shipped back and forth from requests for production. Additionally, depositions will be taken in hopes of narrowing or expanding the breadth of the case.
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What is different is that based on the Court opinions in the Top Rank and Golden Boy case, Judge John Walter, who presided over both, determined that the two promotions were only speculating over market conditions and predatory practices of Haymon and PBC. There was not sufficient evidence that would conclude that PBC would not promote with either of the companies. More likely, it would be that PBC would be a difficult partner and/or seek a more advantageous deal if a partnership were brokered. Also, the Court held that investing and losing 121 Id. money in an endeavor is not a sign of a predatory practice. The "loss leader" allegation fell flat. So, the alleged "venue blocking" and "time buys" would not be considered evidence of a violation of antitrust laws.
Although the Ali Act was not a part of the UFC lawsuit, it is still an issue between fighters and the fight promotion. A proposed law to expand the Ali Act is still working its way through Congress with opposition from the UFC. In August 2017, UFC fighter Conor McGregor participated in a boxing match against Floyd Mayweather, Jr. in Las Vegas, Nevada. 124 Zuffa applied to be co-promoter of the event in order to pay McGregor. 125 While the need to be a promoter for the fight was necessary according to the Nevada rules, to pay McGregor, it brought up the notion that the UFC was acting as promoter and manager for McGregor.
Finally, it is clear that despite the fact that the perception of oppression that is painted by the fighters may be real, the use of antitrust laws must reveal a chain effect that harms consumers. If there is no link to show that the treatment of fighters harms consumers as a result, the likelihood of success is questionable.
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The Future of Antitrust Litigation in Combat Sports
There has been debate as to whether antitrust laws should regulate commercial sports leagues. 127 Despite the effort to regulate sports, some legal commentators have found that the Sherman Act is "poorly suited" to regulate sports leagues due to their unique characteristics and "peculiar economics." 128 Some have suggested that the federal government intercede in regulating sports league due to the unique nature of the dominant league's "natural monopoly." Professor Nathaniel Grow suggests a federal sports commission should be established to oversee the leagues. The overarching theme of governmental oversight rather than application of antitrust laws is the concern for the consumer rather than constituent groups. 129 Professors Matt Mitten and Stephen Ross argue that a regulatory commission with standards of transparency facilitate regulation with the NCAA. 130 As noted in the conclusion of the opinion dismissing Golden Boy's claims against Haymon, antitrust laws are meant to protect consumers, not competitors. 131 On the other hand, an opposing view from Professor Marc Edelman notes it is an imperfect science but antitrust laws are still the best way to regulate commercial sports leagues. 132 Edelman also notes that the application of antitrust law to commercial sports has remained relatively free from political influence. 133 Clearly, logistical and ethical issues factor into whether governmental handling of these issues take place. Special interest groups, lobbyists, and politicians are just three of the major concerns when establishing a governmental administration to oversee leagues. With the general wealth of a sports leagues, it's hard not to fathom that they would flex their political muscle in making sure that the interests of the league are well-represented. In combat sports, we have seen the UFC actively lobby for its causes in Washington. Recently, it has dedicated money to oppose the expansion of the Ali Act to include mixed martial arts. 134 Edelman notes that labor-side antitrust litigation involving professional sports leagues has decreased due to the fact that players in the NFL, NBA, MLB, and NHL have unionized. 135 He provides several examples in which antitrust law has facilitated favorable results for the consumers in the context of lawsuits involving the NCAA. But, none of the examples relate to combat sports. He also notes that Antitrust's Rule of Reason analysis was specifically designed to address more unusual marketplaces, such as commercial sports. 136 Undoubtedly, combat sports is a unique marketplace. It would be difficult to surmise a scenario where the Golden Boy, Top Rank, or UFC lawsuits would prevail on a "per se" analysis under Section 1 of the Sherman Act. While the plaintiffs in the UFC lawsuit have survived at the initial 12(b)(6) dismissal stage, the definition of market is still subject to factual attack by the UFC.
Evaluating Recent Antitrust Cases
Combat sports is unique. Unlike team sports, boxing is an individual sport that is driven by fighters and their promoters. Managers assist fighters in a variety of ways and should help facilitate a working relationship with promoters. While leagues are a collaboration of teams with a central goal to increase revenue, leagues-or sanctioning bodies-in boxing are not a driving force. Rather, Top Rank, Golden Boy, PBC, and other promotions are the major drivers in the sport while the boxers are the engine. There are two recent instances in which plaintiffs have filed lawsuits against sport organizations based on antitrust violations. 139 ("Run Gum lawsuit") dismissals were on the basis of the lack of identifying a market and a pre-existing antitrust exemption. Both cases are instructive regarding the ongoing hurdles for plaintiffs to identify relevant markets for which to claim a violation of the antitrust laws.
In the Hicks lawsuit, the Court dismissed with prejudice the antitrust lawsuit brought by a number of golf caddies on the Professional Golfers Association ("PGA") Tour. 140 The caddies cited violations of Sherman Act sections 1 and 2 against the PGA Tour claiming that they compelled caddies to wear logos and other insignia of corporate sponsors on the bibs that they wear during a round of golf. Essentially, they are made "human billboards" for sponsor advertisements that pay the PGA Tour while not receiving direct compensation. 141 Notably, individual golfers, and not the PGA Tour, employ the caddies but must comply with the tour rules to participate in its tournaments. Under Sherman Act §1, the caddies claimed the PGA Tour conspired with local tournament organizations in cooperating to limit competition. 142 Thus, local tournaments holding the PGA Tour events engaged in enforcing rules that required caddies to wear bibs adorning tour sponsors. Under Sherman Act §2, caddies claimed that the PGA Tour had monopoly power in the "endorsement market" and used this influence on the "live action advertising market."
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The Court did not address the substantive legalities found in the caddies' antitrust claims because it determined that it did not properly define a market, 138 140 Hicks, supra at n. 138. 141 Id. 142 Id. 143 Hicks, p. 18, supra at 138. which is a prerequisite for any antitrust claim. 144 It held that the markets asserted by the caddies were not plausible and dismissed the case with prejudice as it determined that they could not overcome this initial hurdle. To implicate the antitrust laws, the Court opined that the caddies must allege facts from which one could plausibly conclude that these different methods of advertising to golf fans are not reasonably interchangeable, such that even if the price of one advertising method went up in a meaningful way, companies would not switch to another method of advertising. 145 In its lawsuit, the caddies alleged two relevant product markets in which the PGA Tour committed antitrust violations. They labeled it the "endorsement market" and the "live action advertising market." 146 They claim that advertisers of certain products seek the attention of pro golf fans. Based on the market demographics, the advertisers are companies that have products in the luxury goods and services. The endorsement market is "the national market for the endorsement of products and services by participants in professional golf tournaments." 147 They described the live action advertising market as the market for "in play or in-action commercial advertising at professional golf events between commercial breaks." This market is limited to things people see when they're watching the golf "action" on TV. They assert that these markets are distinct and not interchangeable. However, the court disagreed. "To implicate the antitrust laws, the caddies must allege facts from which one could plausibly conclude that these different methods of advertising to golf fans are not reasonably interchangeable, such that even if one advertising method went up in a meaningful way, companies would not switch to another method of advertising." 148 The Court concluded that the caddies failed to provide these facts.
The conduct of a seller only implicates the antitrust laws if it allows the seller to charge artificially high prices in a scenario in which consumers have no reasonable opportunity to turn to another product. 149 It is necessary to examine the entire product market in order to decipher the purported harm. 150 If consumers are not precluded from responding to the defendant's conduct simply by turning to reasonable alternatives in the market, the conduct of the defendant was not meant to be covered by the antitrust laws. 151 In the caddie case, the Court held that the product markets proposed were not natural and artificial to meet the needs of litigation. Thus, the Court dismissed the claim with prejudice.
In the Run Gum lawsuit, Gold Medal, LLC dba Run Gum brought a lawsuit against the United States Olympic Committee ("USOC") and United States Track & Field ("USTF") citing an illegal restraint of trade under Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act. 152 Run Gum asserted that USOC and USTF's rule restricting advertising and logos on athlete apparel while competing in the 2016 Olympic Trials restrained trade. The rules that allowed certain logos to be shown while others could not be was cited as a horizontal and vertical agreement between USOC, USTF, and others to restrain trade illegally. Since this was a purported conscious commitment to a conspiracy between two or more entities the allegation was pursuant to Section 1 of the Sherman Act. However, the Run Gun lawsuit falls flat on its antitrust allegations as the Court stated that that it had not properly defined the market.
Similar to the Hicks lawsuit, the court highlighted that the USOC and USTF made "strong arguments" challenging the alleged market and inferred it was "unnatural."
153 The USOC noted the caddies had alleged an "impossibly narrow, single-event alleged 'relevant market' in the complaint -a particular type of advertising (a third-party logo on an athlete's attire) at one particular location (the field of competition) during one particular event (the 2016 Track & Field Olympic Trial) -is at odds both with common sense and with Run Gum's own deceptions of the other advertising opportunities that it enjoys." 154 Here, the Court acknowledged other relevant markets that could be as interchangeable.
Notwithstanding the Court's scrutiny of the purported markets, it denies Run Gum's allegations for a "per se" analysis as the Court notes the complaint "contains plenty of boilerplate antitrust language, it lacks any specific factual allegations as to any potential horizontal co-conspirator."
155 There were no facts supporting a theory that apparel and equipment manufacturers conspired with each other or with the USOC and USTF to restrain trade.
In comparison with the Golden Boy, Top Rank, and UFC cases, the antitrust plaintiffs did not have a unified association and/or union acting on its behalf that collectively bargain. None of the plaintiffs were considered employees of the defendants it was suing. In the case of the Run Gum litigation, the individual athlete that spoke out against the USOC and USTF rules owned a portion of Run Gum. 156 The athlete, who participated in USTF events, was critical that he was unable to earn money from sponsors during the events. The court in each lawsuit had issues with the markets they defined. In the case of Hicks and Run Gum, the Court did not believe they had properly defined a market, citing each as narrow, and believed that they were manufactured for purposes of litigation. A fatal flaw in each was the inability to show the lack of interchangeability in a market. In 152 Compl., p. 23-24, Hicks, et al. v . PGA Tour, Inc., 6:16-cv-92, January 20, 2016, supra at n. 138. 153 Id., Opinion and Order, p. 9. (citing Hicks lawsuit). 154 Id., p. 9-10. 155 Id., p. 12.
156 SI Wire, Olympian Nick Symmond's Company Files Lawsuit vs USOC and USATF, Sports Illustrated, January 20, 2016, https://www.si.com/more-sports/2016/01/20/nick-symmonds-lawsuit-usoc-usatf-run-gum-athletesponsorship-us-olympic-trials the Golden Boy case, the judge disagreed with the market definition based on the expert's opinion of the market. Noteworthy, it criticized Golden Boy's expert for failing to evaluate the interchangeability of the product market. Similarly, Haymon attorneys attacked Top Rank's definition of market in its lawsuit. While the Court has not made a definitive ruling on the market in the UFC case, the defendants take issue with the market definition set forth by the plaintiffs. Thus, the market definition in these lawsuits are tenuous due in part to the unique nature of the sport and the marketplace each serves.
A Look at International Boxing v. United States
The market definition for combat sports brings into scrutiny the seminal case of International Boxing Club of New York v. United States ("International Boxing"), which laid the groundwork for the two boxing cases and as possible guidance for the UFC lawsuit. In that case, the District Court held that championship boxing events are uniquely attractive to fans and constitute a market separate from that for non-championship events. 157 The U.S. Department of Justice investigated the International Boxing Club of New York for potential antitrust violations. Similar to the ruling in Toolson v. New York Yankees, International Boxing claimed that it should have received an antitrust exemption similar to that of baseball as interstate travel was incidental to the staging of fights. 158 However, the U.S. Supreme Court opined that baseball's antitrust exemption did not apply to the boxing business. After a remand and trial, the U.S. Government prevailed and International Boxing Club of New York was dissolved. 159 In International Boxing, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the defined market relying on the du Pont court's definition of market: "The tests are constant. That market is composed of products that have reasonable interchangeability for the purposes for which they are produced-price, use, and qualities considered." 160 The district court utilized the market definition in finding a "separate, identifiable market" for championship boxing contests. The court highlighted its conclusion by comparing the revenues of championship bouts versus non-championship bouts, television rights, ratings, movie rights, and ticket prices. It was clear that championship bouts drew more in revenue, viewership, and ticket demand, resulting in higher prices than non-championship bouts. Based on this information, the district court concluded that championship boxing was the "cream" of the boxing business and was sufficiently a separate part of the trade or commerce to constitute the relevant market for Sherman Act purposes. 161 The key market definition distinction in the International Boxing decision rests upon the evidence showing the purported markets. In the order dismissing Top Rank's first amended complaint, the judge noted that while Top Rank's definitions of relevant markets survived the pleading stage, it did not show Haymon had market power or economic power in the defined relevant markets. 162 Interestingly, the same judge presided over the Golden Boy case and did not believe that Golden Boy sufficiently defined the market in opposing Haymon's summary judgment motion.
Similarly, in its motion to dismiss, the UFC claimed that the plaintiffs had made up the market of "elite professional MMA fighters" as a "term not used in the industry and apparently created solely for the purpose of this litigation." 163 Particularly, they question the connotation of "elite" and state that they do not allege why a professional MMA fighter is not a reasonable substitute for an elite professional MMA fighter. 164 Their contention was that it narrowed the market for its own purpose and the plaintiffs' statement that "all or virtually all … Elite Professional MMA fighters" are under contract to the UFC. 165 In its order denying the UFC's motion to dismiss, it held that the plaintiffs' relevant market is sufficient for Section 2 purposes. 166 As it concluded in Top Rank, the Court also stated that the validity of the "relevant market" is typically a factual element rather than a legal element under a Rule 12(b)(6) analysis. However, it may be overturned at summary judgment or trial.
The International Boxing decision occurred in a different era prior to the invention of MMA and the UFC. It also was a predecessor for promotions such as Golden Boy, Top Rank, and PBC. So, one might inquire whether the market analysis of International Boxing may still hold true in this era. The comparison of the revenues from "championship" level fights versus "non-title" fights were easy to evaluate in International Boxing. However, one might argue it would be harder to make an easy distinction in the present era where a championship belt may not be the distinguishing factor for these combat sports markets. In the UFC lawsuit, the plaintiffs make this argument when identifying the relevant markets in its lawsuit. In this era, the marketing and promotion of a fighter and event appear to be much more important than whether a fight is for a title.
Conclusion
The three antitrust lawsuits challenge the business structure of existing organizations. In the case of the boxing lawsuits, rival organizations sought to stop an upstart with a seemingly endless amount of capital and an aggressive plan of expansion. PBC is seeping money at an alarming rate, which has caused concern for some investors. 167 Yet, application of antitrust laws, at least in the Golden Boy lawsuit, was found not to violate Sherman Act 1 or 2. One might argue that you may find a similar ending in the Top Rank case but for the settlement. 168 The UFC lawsuit is ongoing with depositions and discovery in full throttle. Unless there is something game changing discovered during this time period, expect Zuffa to file a motion for summary judgment prior to trial. Similar to its motion to dismiss, it will focus on the inability to define a relevant market, and even if there is a defined market no facts support the plaintiffs' claim of an illegal restraint of trade or monopoly over the market. The overarching theme for Zuffa is that the antitrust laws are for the benefit of protecting the consumers, not competitors.
These lawsuits may seem unfair for those wishing better market conditions for MMA fighters or competition in the boxing industry. There have been proposals for government oversight of professional leagues to alleviate the set monopolies. Yet, such governmental inclusion might invite politics and lobbyists within the realm of regulation. The definition of markets is another hurdle these lawsuits have faced, and despite the guidance of International Boxing, more recent lawsuits reflect the difficulty of determining a proper market to show a violation of the antitrust laws.
Another alternative to litigation under antitrust laws could be the expansion of the Muhammad Ali Act to protect fighters. 169 In May 2016, a bill was introduced to expand the Ali Act to include mixed martial artists. 170 The proposed legislation would provide guidelines for minimum contractual provisions in MMA bout agreements and other combat sports, guidelines for objective and consistent written criteria for the ratings of MMA and other combat sports, as well as address conflict of interest provisions. 171 While the legislation would offer a deterrent, the application of the Ali Act in the boxing world has provided less than positive results.
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As efforts to create a union or association in MMA have met its own hurdles and logistical issues, organizations for fighters might be the key to setting a baseline for working conditions including salaries, ancillary rights, and other benefits. A reason why there is little labor-side antitrust litigation in the four major leagues is due to the creation of a union/player's association in each one. This might be difficult in the world of mixed martial arts since there are a variety of MMA organizations aside from the UFC. Also, the global reach of MMA might make a universal organization not feasible. Moreover, there are a variety of unions and associations competing to organize fighters. 173 But, these efforts have been met with skepticism, citing issues with ulterior motives and lack of trust in some of its advisors. 174 What can be learned from the three antitrust cases discussed is that antitrust laws protect consumers notwithstanding harm that may occur to companies or fighters in the industry. If fighters and companies intend to address disputes with leagues, it might be prudent to look to alternative means of resolution. For companies-like competing in the ring, cage, or octagon-you have to outdo your opponent no matter what the odds.
